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Pier Paolo Calzolari, Metronomo,1976
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Resting on one of the two chairs, the metronome gives the rhythm to the quill making its
mark. The metronome marks musical time and accompanies us into a conceptual
dimension where sound and design become poetry. Hypnotised by the rhythm of the
pendulum, we lose the dimension of time meeting the infinite. Pier Paolo Calzolari allows
us to experience this magic and stupefaction with his works.

Time becomes urgency in Electric Chair by Andy Warhol; it takes the breath away because
this isn’t a chair but an instrument of death. An icon, where there’s no afterwards, forced to
stay there, forever, without breath. Andy Warhol represents moments, people and things
that will become the symbols of our contemporary history always maintaining strong
evocative powers.

Apparently simple, Alberto Garutti’s chairs are a challenge to man and his thought. What
do objects do when we’re not there? And what will the world do when we’re not there? Our
steps have brought us to this point, and how defenceless must we feel before these
questions? We’ll never know what these chairs do in the darkness when we’re not there;
thus, disoriented by these thoughts, we must, however, live with them.

Jan Van Oost’s chair is precious and delicate and tells of the life’s experiences, and just
like each of his strong and sensual works, it encapsulates the memory of a body that sat
on it but the pearl in the damask recalls other bodies and other times.
Inviolable forever!

Ai Weiwei’s projects develop through the recovery of symbolical or daily objects to indicate
man’s capacity to resist. In the face of power, Ai Weiwei uses accumulations or
quotations to oppose the abuses of power with his capacity to resist.

Simple, revolutionary Franz West marks his presence in collectors’ houses with chairs in
poor but perfectly recognisable materials. Thus, his revolution takes place. Freeing the
mind and imagination could also be a possibility for us.

In Papaveri Per Flower seat, 2003, by Piero Gilardi, an elegant musical armchair in
profiled Plexiglas encloses a Carpet-Nature at its base. Art, design interactive technology
create a playful existence even in the ambit of the domestic working week not excluding,
however, a subtle criticism of an increasingly artificial lifestyle.

Ilya Kabakov turned a tool into poetry. A suspended angel to protect the world enclosed in
this simple chair that becomes the refuge far from the marking of time.
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